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about us
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ADVANCING THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE SUPPLIER INDUSTRY
AND THE BUSINESS INTERESTS OF OUR MEMBERS

The Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association

INDUSTRY & GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

The expertise of HDMA staff and MEMA’s DC team advance the supplier industry and the business
interests of our member companies. Our reach is global with offices in Washington, D.C., Durham,
North Carolina, Southfield, Michigan, and Shanghai, China.

MEMBER-ONLY EXECUTIVE COUNCILS

HDMA councils are geared towards senior executives to guarantee beneficial exchanges of ideas and
benchmarking. Councils meet twice per year, both domestically and internationally.

EVENTS & NETWORKING

World-class HDMA and MEMA events include Heavy Duty Aftermarket Week, Heavy Duty Aftermarket
Dialogue, HDMA Breakfast & Briefing, MEMA Legislative Summit, and more.

NEWS, RESEARCH, & INFORMATION

Members benefit from a variety of member-only benchmarking surveys and our partnerships with
industry research houses. Our members stay current through HDMA’s Diesel Download, MEMA
Industry News, and the MEMA Washington Insider.

EDUCATION

Knowledge is power. HDMA provides numerous opportunities for education through various industry
partnerships incorporated into HDMA council agendas and conferences.
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why join hdma?
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common goal advocacy

The Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association

Your membership includes expert government affairs support. We believe the comprehensive advocacy
approach in our Government Affairs commitment is HDMA/MEMA’s unique differentiator from other
associations. As an association, we truly leverage this advantage for our members. Each member
of the HDMA and MEMA staff strives to understand the issues of our members - as the industry, its
infrastructure, and the economy continue to evolve and expand.

unparalleled member engagement

Participation in our various conferences, member-only councils, and forums keep our members engaged
with other industry leaders’ best practices, trends, and critical market information. HDMA helps
commercial vehicle suppliers during both challenging and prosperous periods in the business cycle.

exclusive, world-class member functions

HDMA conference, council, and forum agendas are developed by HDMA and member leadership for
HDMA members. Members report the appeal of all HDMA programs and their uniqueness. HDMA’s
highly relevant content ensures targeted information for executive levels of our supplier membership,
unmatched by other industry events. HDMA member pricing on all HDMA and MEMA affiliated events
creates even greater value.

market intelligence on advanced and disruptive technologies

We keep our members informed on impact of the latest technological developments with an unmatched
level of industry focus through the MEMA Chief Technology Officer. Our CTO serves as a conduit
for sharing new technology trends and information. The CTO acts as a bridge between technology
developers, the supplier community, and policy making officials. This is critical to actual timelines, market
feasibility, technology maturity levels, and on areas needing regulatory or legislative assistance.

MEMBERSHIP QUICK FACTS
• HDMA represents on and off-highway CV OE & Aftermarket members
• 88% OEM Suppliers - 85% OE and AM - 65% Off-Highway
• Membership benefits extended to all member company executives
• Council memberships for an individual from HDMA member companies
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The Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association

hdma member global
manufacturing footprint

NAFTA Only

23%
Globally

41%

Multi-Nationally

Other

36%

5%

Senior Executive

23%

Engineer/Technical
or Manufacturing

Executive Management

7%

22%

Product Management

5%

Marketing or Sales

hdma members describe
their current position as:

38%

hdma member retention is over 95%
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Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association
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EVENTS
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The
Heavy
DutyAFTERMARKET
ManufacturersWEEK
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DUTY

EXECUTIVE TOWN HALLS

A business-to-business executive conference
that has become the largest North American
gathering of the independent heavy duty
distributor and service shop industry. Each year,
HDAW provides attendees with the opportunity
to listen and gain knowledge of industry best practices to take
back their businesses. A true B2B conference, HDAW focuses on
attendee education, pre-scheduled 1-1 meetings, a product expo,
and numerous networking opportunities.

Exclusive, HDMA member-only, round-table
discussions with major OEM top executive
leadership teams and the top executives of
HDMA member companies. Closed to media,
analysts, and consultants, these private events
provide a meaningful interface with major customers on a range
of critical matters.

HEAVY DUTY AFTERMARKET DIALOGUE

The Dialogue conference is an exceptional
one-day event geared toward executives in
the global and domestic commercial vehicle
supplier industry - each focusing on one of
its unique segments. Heavy Duty Dialogue
conferences are unique, supplier-focused events developed by
HDMA leadership for industry suppliers and guests on the day’s
most significant trends and outlook.

BREAKFAST & BRIEFING

Breakfast & Briefing provides great opportunities
to network with industry peers and includes a
highly informative business program featuring
industry leaders. Typically co-located with major
industry events, the HDMA Breakfast has become
known as the “Who’s Who” of the commercial vehicle industry.
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COUNCILS & FORUMS
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Councils and Forums are a highly valued asset among our members. Only HDMA members
The Heavy
are eligible to join and participate, with each round-table group focusing on a different
market segment or business function.
HDMA Forums are self-governed under the guidance of HDMA and meet twice a year. They are
geared toward key executives in your organization. Forums offer peer-to-peer networking among
an elected group of supplier executives, while discussing industry trends and developments.
HDMA Councils are self-governed, action-oriented groups. Their projects include conducting research
and surveys that often extend to all HDMA members once fully developed. HDMA Councils also focus
on the monitoring of key trends, topics, and issues that are most relevant to suppliers’ businesses.

IN THE ANNUAL HDMA MEMBER SURVEY,

COUNCILS AND FORUMS
			 ARE THE HIGHEST RANKED

VALUE

TO HDMA
MEMBERS
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SURVEYS
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& MARKET INTELLIGENCE

The
Manufacturers
Association
THEHeavy
HDMADuty
SUPPLIER
BAROMETER

A quarterly survey published by the HDMA research department, the Barometer aides our members in gauging the overall
temperature of the market - and where they stand in comparison. Exclusively for HDMA members, the survey provides insight into
sales, operational and HR-related items, and production planning, in addition to overall business outlook.

SUPPLIER BENCHMARKING REPORTS

HDMA members can participate in various surveys throughout the year on topics impacting the commercial vehicle parts supplier
community. These surveys can be used to provide our members with valuable benchmarking data and insights into best practices for
their own businesses; as well as provide information for action by the MEMA Washington office on legislative, regulatory, or other
areas of concern.

HDMA MARKET RESEARCH COUNCIL & MEMBER SURVEYS

HDMA operates a member-only HD CV market research council (CVRC) that produces a quarterly consensus forecast for Class 4-8
on-highway truck and trailer markets and the off-highway commercial equipment markets. The CVRC also monitors approximately
12 key market indicators, forming an HDMA Member Index; the Index is reviewed and adjusted annually by the council, as global
market conditions change. Due to HDMA’s trusted reputation in the HD CV industry, our members also receive occasional invitations to
participate in special reports regarding the heavy duty market, generated by members of the heavy duty commercial vehicle financial
and market intelligence consultant communities.

PUBLICATIONS
diesel download

Diesel Download is a bi-weekly, electronic news bulletin provided to our members, containing the latest in high-impact, global industry news.
HDMA monitors over 70 newswires and trade publications, compiling the highlights that are most pertinent to our executive members.
Articles include regulatory and legislative news, HDMA member news, disruptive technology innovations, upcoming HDMA events, and more.
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MEMA
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Parts suppliers are the backbone of the vehicle manufacturing industry and the country’s manufacturing base. The industry constitutes
The Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association
the largest manufacturing sector in the United States, contributing to more than 3.62 million jobs.
Without the contributions of the nation’s parts suppliers, domestic vehicle manufacturing and maintenance would almost certainly
grind to a halt, adversely affecting the way we drive and go about our daily lives.
Established in 1904, MEMA exclusively represents more than 1,000 companies that manufacture motor vehicle components and
systems for the original equipment and aftermarket segments of the light vehicle and heavy-duty industries. MEMA advocates on
behalf of suppliers on issues of legislative and regulatory interest to the industry. Motor vehicle parts manufacturers are the backbone
of the vehicle manufacturing industry and the nation’s largest manufacturing sector, directly employing over 730,000 workers. The
MEMA network is comprised of four affiliate associations: AASA, HDMA, MERA, and OESA.

motor vehicle
parts suppliers

are the largest sector of

manufacturing
jobs in the u.s.
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MEMA advocacy
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The Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association

The Washington, D.C.-based MEMA team works everyday on our member’s behalf, tackling complex and diverse issues ranging from
environmental impact regulations, taxes and trade, intellectual property, the right to choose in auto repair, and rules for autonomous
vehicles. Whether you are in the aftermarket, an OE supplier, a heavy duty motor vehicle supplier, or a remanufacturer, there are
decisions considered or made in D.C. and state capitals that directly affect your business. And MEMA is there representing you every
step of the way.
Almost nothing in Washington moves quickly - by design. For the most part, our government is designed to discourage hasty actions.
We want regulators and legislators to thoroughly research and review issues to avoid unintended consequences and to ensure that
all parties are able to contribute. This can at times feel like advocacy work is a long slog - and sometimes it is. But relenting even
momentarily is not an option. Your voice must be heard to get the results and outcomes you need to be successful.
MEMA can boast several important wins for our members, as well as a number of critical actions that set the stage for a win. In some
cases, we have kept your voice in the matter, methodically advancing your interests as long and sometimes complicated issues are
developed and resolved.
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driving job growth
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motor vehicle

parts manufacturing

jobs grew nearly

19%
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AMERICANS

DIRECTLY
EMPLOYED IN 2015

871,831 total u.s. direct employment
Michigan
125,909

California
31,190

Florida
8,827

West Virginia
4,069

Vermont
745

Ohio
96,238

Pennsylvania
27,920

Oklahoma
8,676

New Jersey
4,028

Idaho
616

Indiana
88,306

Georgia
23,836

Nebraska
8,415

South Dakota
3,931

Maine
549

Tennessee
50,128

New York
19,517

Utah
7,884

Louisiana
3,167

New Mexico
525

Kentucky
47,658

Wisconsin
18,200

Minnesota
6,366

Colorado
3,120

Nevada
484

Alabama
41,107

Missouri
16,301

Kansas
6,270

Massachusetts
2,510

Delaware
400

Illinois
38,394

Iowa
16,301

Connecticut
4,958

North Dakota
1,994

Montana
269

North Carolina
38,825

Virginia
13,277

Washington
4,687

Rhode Island
1,879

Wyoming
135

South Carolina
33,766

Arkansas
10,495

Arizona
4,672

Maryland
1,720

Alaska
30

Texas
33,132

Mississippi
8,706

Oregon
4,473

New Hampshire
1,389

Hawaii
21

suppliers

total employment
impact of

4.26

million u.s. jobs

2.9%

of jobs

vehicle parts manufacturing

represents in the total
u.s. employment market
(up 0.2 share points from 2012)

All data from “The Employment and Economic Impact of the Vehicle Supplier Industry in the U.S.,” released by MEMA in January 2017.
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HDMA STAFF
timothy kraus

katelyn litalien

President, Chief Operating Officer
tkraus@hdma.org

Director, Marketing & Member Services
klitalien@hdma.org

jennifer hjalmquist

erin spring

Executive Director, Member Services
jhjalmquist@hdma.org

Manager, Marketing Communications
espring@hdma.org

beth walters barkovich

daniqua burgin

Executive Director, Membership Development
bbarkovich@hdma.org

Manager, Meetings & Member Services
dburgin@hdma.org

richard anderson

Director, Market Research
randerson@hdma.org

www.hdma.org

